
Entrance Examination Syllabus 2018-19 for M.Sc. Physics and M.Sc. Electronics

MECHANICS, OSCILLATIONS AND PROPERTIES OF MATTER
Carlesian. Cylindrical and Spherical coordinate system, Inertial and non-inerlial frarnes of reference.

r-rniformly rotating frame, Coriolis fbrce ar-rd its applications. Motion under a central fbrce, Kepler's laws.

EfIect of Centrifr,rgal and Coriolis forces due to earth's rotation. Center of mass (C.M.), Lab and C.M.

fiame olreference, r.r-rotior-r of C.M. of systern of pafiicles subjectto external forces. elastic, and ir-relastic

collisions in one and two dimensions, Scattering angle in the laboratory frame of reference, Conservation

of linear and angular momentllm, Conservation of energy.

Rigid body lxotiou, rotational rnotior-r, lnoments of inertia and their products, principal moments & axes,

introductory idea of Euler's equations. Potential well and Periodic Oscillations, case of harmonic small

oscillations, differential eqr:ation and its solutior-t, kinetic and potential energy, eramples of sirnple

harmonic oscillations: sprir-rg ancl mass system. sirrple and compound pendulr-rm, torsional pendulum.

Bifilar osciliations. Helmholtz resonator, LC circuit, vibrations of a magnet, oscillations of two lrlasses

connected by a spring. Superposition of tr,vo simple harmonic motions of the same frequency, Lissajous

t'igures, dantped harnronic oscillator, case of different lrecluencies. Power dissipatiot'l, qr,rality f-actor,

exarrples, driven (forced) han.nor.tic oscillator. transient and steady states, power absorption, resonance.

Eflbct of E ancl B on charge parlicles, E as an accelerating field. electron gun, case of discharge tube,

linear accelerator, Transverse B field, mass spectrograph, prir-rciple ola cyclotron. Mutr-rally perpendicular

E and B fields, Parallel E and B fields, principle of magnetic fbcr-rsing lens.

Elasticity: Strain and stress, elastic limit. Hooke's law. Modr-rlr-rs of rigidity. Poisson's ratio, Bulk

rnoclulus, relation connecting difTerer-rt elastic- constants, trvisting couple of a cylinder (solid and hallow),

Bending rlroment. Car,tilever. Young modulus by bending of beanl.

Viscosity: Poiseulle's equation of Iiquid tlow through a narrow tube, eqr:ations of continr-rity. Euler's

equation. Bernoulli's theorem, viscor-rs fluids, streamline and turbulent flow. Poiseulle's law, Coefficient

of viscosity, Stoke's law, Surface tensiot-t.

ELECTRICITY, MAGNETISM AND ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
Gradient of a scalar field and its geou-retrical interpretation, divergence and curl ola vector field, and their

geon'ietrical interpretation, line, surface and volutre integrals, flux o1'a vector fleld. Car-rss's divergence

theorerlr. Green's theorem and Stolte's theorem and their physical significance. Kircholfs law.

Coulo1ub's law, Work done or.t a charge in a electrostatic field expressed as a line integral, conservative

natlrre of tl-re electrostatic fleld. Relation between Electric potential and Electric field, torque on a dipole

in a unifbrm electric field and its energy. flux of the electric field. Gar-rss's law and its applications'

Dielectric constant. Polar and Nor-r Polar dielectrics, Dielectrics and Gauss's Law, Dielectric

Polarization" E,lectric Polarization vector P, E,lectric displacement vector D. Dielectric sursceptibility and

permittivity. Polarizability and ntechadisrr-t of Polarizatiort, Lorentz local field, Clausius Mossotti

eqLlatiolr. Debye eqtratiott.
Ferroelectric and Paraelectric dielectrics, Steady current, current density J. non-steady currents and

continuity equatior-t, rise and decay of cLlrrent in LR, CR and LCR circuits, decay constants, AC circuits,

complex numbers and their applicatior-rs in solving AC circuit problents, complex impedance and

reactance, series and parallel resonance, Q factor. power consumed by an a AC circr-rit, power factor'

Magnetization Current ancl magnetization vector M, three magtietic vectors and their relationship,

Magnetic pern-reability and susceptibility, Diamagnetic, paralxagnetic and ferronlagnetic substances.

B.H. Curve, cycle o1' magnetization arrd hysteresis. Hysterbsis loss, Biot-Savart's Law and its
applications, At.npet'e's 1aw.

E,lectropagnetic induction, Faraday's law, electrotrotive tbrce, Mutual and self inductance,

Transforme;s, energy in a static rnagnetic field. Maxwell's displacenrent current, Maxwell's eqllations,

electrontagnetic l.reid energy clensity. The r,vave equatiot-t satisfied by E and B, plane electromagnetic

waves in vacuLtn-t. Poynting's vector.



THERMODYNAMICS, KINETIC THEORY AND STATISTICAL PHYSICS
The lar.vs of thermodynaurics : The Zerotl-r law. first law oF thermodynamics. internal energy as a state

firnction. reversible and irreversible change, Carnot's cycle, carnot theorern, second law of
therntodynarnics. Claussius theorem inequality, E,ntropy. The thermodynamic scale of temperature. Third
law of thermodynanrics. Concept of negative temperature.

Thenrodynantic functions, Internal energy, E,nthalpy, Flelnrholtz function and Gibb's tiee energy.

Maxwell's thermodynamical equations. Application of Maxwell's equation. Jor-rle-Thornson cooling.
adiabatic cooling of a systenr. Van der Waals gas. Clausiurs-Clapeyron heat eqr-ration. Blackbody

spectrLll.l-). Stefan-Boltzrnann lalv. Wieu's displacement law, Rayleigh-.lean's law, Planck's qLIantLIlr theory

of radiation.

Maxwellian distriburtion of speeds in an ideal gas: Distribr-rtion of speeds arrd velocities. experimental

veriflcation. distir-rction betweerr mean, rnrs and most probable speed values.'Doppler broadening of
spectral lines. Transport phenornerra in gases: Molecular collisior-rs mean free path and collision cross

sectiot.ts. E,stimates of ntolecular diameter and mean tiee patli. Transpotl of mass, uomenturn and energy

and interrelationship, dependence ou temperature and pressLrre, Behaviour of Real Gases.

Probability and tl-rerrnodynamic probability" principle of equal a priori probabilities. statistical postulates.

Concept of Gibb's ensen'ible, accessible and inaccessible states. Cor-rcept of phase space, E,qr-rilibrium

before two systems in therntal contact, probability and entropy, Boltzrnann entrop) relation. Boltzt.nann

canonical distribution law and its applications, law of equipartition of energy.

Bose-Einstein & Ferrri-Dirac conditions. Concept of partition functiot-t, Maxr.vell-Boltzrnann, Bose-

E,insteir-r and Fenri-Dirac Statistics and their applications.

WAVES. ACOUSTICS AND OPTICS
Waves, Speed of trausverse \\'aves on rlnifbrm string. speed of longitudinal waves in a f'luid. energy

density and energy transn.rissior.r ir.r lvaves. Waves over liqLrid surf'ace: gravity waves and ripples. Gror-rp

velocity and phase velocity. Ultrasonic and irTfiasonic waves, Reflection. refiaction and difTraction of
sound. transducers. principle of a sonar system. sound ranging.

Fermat's Principle of extrentum path, the aplarratic points ol a sphere and other applications. Cardinal

points ol an optical system. thick lens and lens combinations. Lagrange equation of magnification,

telescopic corrbinations. teleplroto lenses. Monochrornatic aberrations and their reductions; aspherical

rrirrors and Schmidt corrector plates.

Interf-erence of light" Thin films. Newton's rings and Michelson interfbrorneter and their applications,

Fabry-Perot i nterferometer.

Difliaction. Types of Diffraction, Fresnel's difTraction, half-period zones, phasor diagrarn and integral

calculus rnethods, the intensity distribution, Zone plates. diffraction due to straight edge, Fraunhofer

ditfraction clue to a single slit ar-rd double slit, Difliaction at N-Parallel slit. Plane DitTraction grating,

Rayleigh criterion. resolving power of grating. Prism. telescope.

Polarization of light, Production olpolarized light by ref'lection. refiaction and scattering. Polarization by

dor-rble refiaction and I-lr-rygen's theory. Nicol prism. Retardatior-r plates. Production and analysis of
ci rcr-rlarly and el I iptical ly polarized I i ght.

Basic properties of Lasers, coherence length arrd coherence tilre, spatial coherence ola source, E,instein's

A and B coefllcients" Spontaneous and irTduced emissions. ionditions lor laser actior-1. population

inversior.r, -l'ypes of Laser : Ruby and" He-Ne laser and. Applications of laser : Application in
cor.nn-rr-rnication. I-iolography and Basics ol non linear optics and Ceneration ol Flarmonic.

RELATIVITY, QUANTUM MECHANICS, ATOMIC MOLECULAR AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS
Ref-erence systelrs. ir-rertial fiarres, Galilean invariance propagation of Iight, Michelson-Morley
experintent. Ether. Postr-rlates fbr tlie special theory of relativity." Lorentz transfbrm"ations, length

?



contractiolt, tin-ie dilation. velocity adclition^ variation of uass witli velocity. lllass-energy equivalence,

particle with zero rest l.nass.

Origip olthe qr-rantum theory : Failure olclassical physics to explain the phenomena such as black-body

,p.J1r1-,,.,-,, phoioelectric etfect, Comptorr effect. Wave-parlicle duality, urncertainty principle. de Broglie's

h,vpothesis for rnatter waves, the concept of Phase and group velocities, Davisson and Germer's

erperirlent. Consequence of de Broglie's concepts. Bohr's atouic model, energies ola particle in a box,

rvave packets" U ncertainty' relation.

Schrodinger's ecluation. Statistical interpretation of r.vave function, Othogor-rality and normalization of
wave fylitiop" pr.obabilit),cLrrrent density. Operatols. erpectation values. Ehrenfest's theoreu. transition

probabilities. applications to parlicle in a one and three dimensional boxes, hannonic oscillator in one

climensior-r, retlection at a step potential, transt.t.rission across a poter-rtial barrier.

Spectra of hydrogen. deuteron and alkali atoms spectral terrns, cloublet flne structure. selection rules.

Discrete set of electronic energies of moleculers. quantisation of vibrational and rotational energies,

determination ol inter-r-ruclear distance" rotational, vibrational and rotational-vibrational spectra,

Transition rules, Dissociatiorr limit fbr the grournd ancl other electronic state, Ratnar, effect, Stol<es and

anti-Stokes lines.

Interactior1 of charged particles and neutrons r'vith llater. r.vorhing of nuclear detectors, G-M counter,

proportional collutet ar"rd scintillatior.r cournter. cloucl chambers. sparlt chamber. et'trulsions, Strr-tcture of
nuclei. deuteron binding energyl p-p and n-p scattering and general concepts of nuclear forces' Beta

dccay. alpha clecay and cot.ttiuuous aud discl'ete spectra. Nuclear reactiotls.

SOLID STATE PHYSICS, SOLTD STATE DEVICES AND ELECTRONICS
Arrorphous antl crystalline solids. Elements of symmetry. seven crl,stal system. Cubic lattices, Crystal

planes. Mtller indices, L,aue's equatior-t fbr X-ra.v- cliffraction, Bragg's Larv. Bonding in solids,

classiftcatiol. Cohesive enerily of iolid. Madelr,rng constaut. evaluation of Parameters, Specific heat of
solids. classical theory, (Dr-rlong-Petit's lalv), Einstein ar-rd Debye theories, Vibrational rnodes ol one

dintensional monoator.r.ric lattice. Dispersior"r relatiotl. Bri llouin Zone.

Free electron model of a metal" Solution olone climensional Schrodinger ecluatiot't in a constarrt poter,tial.

Delsity of states, Feruri Energy, Energy ba;rcls in a solid (Kronig- Penny model r'vithout matherratical

ctetails). Dift-erence between Metals, Insulator and Semicondltctors, Hall eflbct. Dia, Para and

Ferromagnetisnr. I-angevir-t's tlreory'of dia trnd para-n-tagnetisill, Culie- Weiss's Larv. Qualitative

clescriptiol of Ferrorragnetisrn (Magnetic don,ains). B-l-l curve and Hysteresis loss.

lntrinsic and extrinsic seuri conductors, Concept of Ferrni ievel, Generation ancl recombination of electron

hole pairs in serricolcluctors, Mobility ol electrons ancl holes, drift and dilTusion currents' p-n jr'rnctior-r

cliode. clepletion rvidth ar-rcl potential barrier. junction capacitance, I-V characteristics, Tt-tnnel diode, Zener

ciiocle. Light eu-ritting clioie. solar cell. Bipolar transistors" pnp and npn transistors, clraracteristics of

transistors, ditl-erent configurations. cLrrrent amplification f'actor. FET arrd MOSFET Cl-raracteristics.

Hall.apd lullrvave rectifier, rectifier efficiency ripple factor. Bridge rectifier. Filters, Inductor filter. L and

n sectiolr fllters. Zener diode. regr,rlatec'l power sr-rpply using zener diode, Applicatiot-ls of transistors.

Bipolar'['ransistor as anrplifier. h-parameter. h-paranteter equivalent circuit,'lratrsistor as po\\el'

auiplifier, Transistor ur,rr"illutor, principle o1'an oscillator and Bark Har-rsen's condition. requirements of
an oscillator, Wein-Bridge oscillator and Hartley oscillator.

Digital Circr-rits: DifJ-erence between Analog and Digital Circuits. Binary Numbers, Decirnal to Binarir

onJ Bi,.,ur1,to Decinral Conversio;r, AND. OR and NOT Gates (Realization usit-tg Diodes and Transistor),

NAND ald NOR Gates as Uliversal Gates, XOR and XNOR Cate, De Morgan's Theorems, Boolean

Laws. Simplit'lcatiou of Logic CircLrit r-rsing Boolean Algebra, Digital to Analog Converter" Analog to

Di.-gital Converter.
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